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NEWS 3  A good prognosis
 e demand for nurses 
is higher than ever, and 
JMU nursing majors 
feel con dent in their 
career choice.
OPINION 5  A complaint





Gil Harrington, the mother of the 
missing Virginia Tech student Morgan 
Harrington, believes “it’s very likely 
that Morgan did not live through the 
concert.”
During a press conference Wednes-
day afternoon on Charlottesville’s 
Copeley Road Bridge, the parents 
of Morgan Harrington shared their 
heartbreak after learning of the dis-
covery of their daughter’s remains.
Exactly  days after her Oct.  
disappearance following a Metallica 
concert at the John Paul Jones Arena, 
the body of Morgan Harrington was 
found in a hay field about  miles 
outside of Charlottesville on Tuesday 
morning. 
Police were confident it was Har-
rington’s body because of evidence 
they found in the area.  ey did not 
say what they found. 
After sending her body to the 
medical examiner, police were able 
to con rm it was Harrington’s body 
by the dental records her parents 
provided.
While the parents have declined 
to discuss exactly where and when 
their daughter might have died, the 
Harringtons have told media they 
will now focus their e orts on  nding 
their daughter’s killer. Dan Harrington 
believes there must be a local involved 
in her death.
“ is is not a random place where 
someone would drop off a body,” 
Harrington said during the press 
conference.
In a statement released Tuesday by 
Virginia Tech President Charles Ste-
ger, he o ered his condolences to the 
Harrington family and the Virginia 
Tech community.
“Amidst this overwhelming sadness, 
perhaps the most important work we 
can do is to turn our efforts toward 
the support of Morgan’s family, her 
friends and those in our community 
who may well struggle to cope with 
this terrible tragedy,” Steger said.
An additional statement released 
before the press conference Wednes-
day, Dan Harrington expressed his 
family’s grief and also their grati-
tude toward the community for its 
assistance.
“Morgan’s mother, Gil, and I are 
overwhelmingly saddened by yes-
terday’s discovery, but we are also 
relieved because our questions can 
now be answered, and we can give our 
daughter a proper burial,” Dan Har-
rington said. “We know that because of 
the good life Morgan led and the love 
she created for everyone around her, 
she is now in a safer, better place.”
The Virginia State Police are 
searching for clues to determine 
Harrington’s killer. Anyone with 
information is asked to call the 
police tip line at (434) 352-3467.
Tech Student’s 
Body Found
Three-Month Search Ends in Hay Field
10 Miles from John Paul Jones Arena
Two Sur  gang members received 
prison sentences Tuesday in Rocking-
ham County Circuit Court for beating 
a JMU student last year.
Dionesio Cordell Sanchez received 
a -year prison sentence, nearly twice 
the recommended amount for Virgin-
ia’s sentencing guidelines, according 
to the Daily News-Record. A second 
gang member, Aguirre Arellano, was 
sentenced to nine years in prison as 
an accomplice. 
A third member was also tried 
but is a minor. His record will not be 
released publicly.
On Feb. , JMU student Hank Ayer 
was walking back to his apartment at 
 e Mill from the -Eleven on South 
Main Street. Once he was behind the 
building, the three gang members 
allegedly attacked Ayer until he was 
unconscious, then took $ and his cell 
phone from his pocket.
— staff reports
Prison Sentences
For Sur  Members
Gang Members 
Charged with Beating 
Student Last Year
Morgan Harrington’s remains were found Tuesday morning on a farm about 10 miles 
away from the University of Virginia campus. 
CRIME UPDATE
CRIME UPDATE
1. What is your academic 
year at JMU?
 FRESHMAN 1,100 29%
 SOPHOMORE 1,188 31%
 JUNIOR 877 23%
2. Do you live on Campus?
 YES 1,802 47%
 NO 2,022 53%
3. This semester JMU and the 
Harrisonburg Department of Public 
Transportation (HDPT) ends its 
bus service at 2:15 a.m., when 
previously it had ended 3:00 a.m., 
has this adjustment affected your 
level of alcohol consumption?
 NO CHANGE 2,805 83%
 INCREASED 469 14%
 DECREASED 86 3%
4. If the bus service ended at 1:00 
a.m. or earlier, would your level 
of alcohol consumption change?
 NO CHANGE 2,581 73%
 INCREASE 719 20%
 DECREASE 258 7%
5. On the weekends, how often 
have you used the services 
provided by JMU and the 
Harrisonburg Department 
of Transportation (HDPT) as 
your means of transportation 
at night after 10:00 p.m.?
 NEVER 166 4%
 RARELY 278 7%
 SOMETIMES 705 18%
 QUITE OFTEN 1,197 31%
 VERY OFTEN 1,508 39%
6. How full are the late night 
buses you have ridden?
 ALMOST EMPTY 11 0%
 MODERATELY FULL 362 10%
 COMPLETELY FULL 1,313 37%
 OVERCROWDED 1,901 53%
Students overwhelmingly say they want buses to run until 
 a.m. on the weekends; they have not changed their level of 
alcohol consumption; they feel unsafe walking at night and they 
think drinking and driving is likely to increase. 
Now, the university is reviewing the results of Student Gov-
ernment Association’s survey about the late night bus services 
as it plans its recommendations for next year. 
 e SGA created the -question 
survey in October after members 
heard complaints from students 
about the cut to bus hours.  e bus 
— referred to by students as the 
“drunk bus” — had its schedule cut 
by  minutes at the beginning of fall 
semester to end at : a.m. instead 
of  a.m.
More than , students respond-
ed to the weeklong survey, with most 
writing in the optional free-response 
sections. It was these answers that 
alarmed administrators, especially 
in terms of safety, according to one 
of the survey’s coordinators and SGA 
member Patrick Watral. 
Almost  comments indicated 
that students would be more likely 
to drive drunk or get in a car with 
someone who had been drinking, 
while more than , comments 
were about walking home. Just  
comments suggested the cuts to the 
bus hours do not present a safety 
issue.
“I am always concerned when I 
hear students say they are willing 
to walk alone at night or drive after 
drinking — regardless of whether 
it is  p.m.,  p.m. or  a.m.,” said 
Mark Warner, JMU vice president for 
student affairs, in an e-mail. “Our 
challenge is to  gure out how we can 
get all students to make responsible 
and safe decisions for themselves 
and their peers.” 
Rob Cellucci, the student repre-
sentative to the Board of Visitors, 
expects to have a meeting with sev-
eral administrators within the next 
two months. He said the reason it has 
taken so long to review the results 
is because of the time period with 
 anksgiving and winter breaks, as 
well as administrators’ schedules. 
After the survey
When the Qualtrics-based survey 
ended, Watral and Cellucci reviewed 
the results with SGA adviser Matt 
Barone, then with Paige Hawkins, 
associate director of the University 
Health Center’s Substance Abuse 
Prevention.
see SURVEY, page 4
BY KATIE THISDELL
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THE RESULTS ARE OUT.
?
7. Have you ever been left 
behind, or witnessed others 
being left behind by the buses?
 FREQUENTLY 1,708 49%
 SELDOM 1,534 44%
 NEVER 247 7%
Survey Results
The following 16 questions are 
taken straight from the survey. 
Not included are questions 17 and 
18, which solicited comments.
THE RESULTS OF A RECENT
SURVEY
ARE ‘ALARMING’ TO ADMINISTRATORS.
COMMISSIONED BY THE SGA, THE SURVEY
SAYS













had the broken 
windows and 
some of the 
violence that 
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ELSE DID IT SAY
LIFE 9  Page turner
As U.Va.’s yearbook closes 
its cover, JMU’s Bluestone
works to revamp its image.
SPORTS 11  Kentucky-bred
Coach brings youthful 




to 15 years 




6 P.M.  |  ANTHONY-SEEGER BASEMENT  |  JOIN THE PARTY. 
 See the detailed analysis of the question responses and 
more than 3,000 comments, BREEZEJMU.ORG
GRAPHIC BY ANNA YOUNG / THE BREEZE
continued on page 4
Nation&World
FROM BLOOMBERG NEWS AND THE WASHINGTON POST
Billions in Stimulus 
Funds for Rail Lines
WASHINGTON — President Barack 
Obama will give $ billion in economic 
stimulus money to  rail corridors today, 
mostly for high-speed passenger service, 
an administration o  cial said.
Obama will announce the funds, the 
biggest single U.S. investment in high-
speed rail, in Tampa, Fla., according to the 
o  cial, who declined to be identi ed in 
advance of the announcement.
 e money will bene t  states, includ-
ing a small portion of the $ billion that will 
go to improvements of existing rail lines, 
the o  cial said. Florida, California and 
New York are among states that applied 
for money. Vice President Joe Biden, who 
commuted by Amtrak between Delaware 
and Washington when he was a senator, 
will travel with Obama for the announce-
ment at a town hall-style meeting, the 
o  cial said.
 e spending "will yield signi cant ben-
e ts to the states and regions that receive 
the funds in the short-term, including job 
creation, particularly in the construction 
sector," said Peter Gertler, high-speed rail 
services chairman for engineering firm 
HNTB Corp. States receiving funds will 
"implement track improvements, grade 
separation, signal improvements and other 
tasks that need to be completed to deliver a 
high-speed rail system," he said.
 e Kansas City-based company worked 
for Florida and at least  ve other states in 
writing their rail grant applications.
The Federal Railroad Administration 
said it received  applications requesting 
$ billion in aid and delayed the awards 
from last year to handle a greater number 
of requests than expected.
In addition to Florida, leading con-
tenders for funds include Illinois, 
California and Amtrak's Northeast Cor-
ridor, which runs between Boston, New 
York and Washington, said Clint Currie, 
an analyst for Concept Capital's Wash-
ington Research Group. Companies that 
manufacture train and rail components 
may bene t from the spending. General 
Electric and Siemens are among  com-
panies that pledged last year to establish 
rail-manufacturing operations or expand 
their domestic workforce if they get some 
of the rail funding, which states will allo-
cate after they receive it.
Terrorist Trials Not 
Wanted in New York
NEW YORK — New York Mayor 
Michael Bloomberg said Wednesday he 
wants the federal government to move 
the trial of  ve suspects in the Septem-
ber  terror attacks away from its 
intended site in lower Manhattan.
Bloomberg said it would cost as much 
as $ billion to provide security for the 
trial, should it proceed over several 
years, and suggested the Justice Depart-
ment consider an alternate venue such 
as a military base outside the city.
"It would be great if the federal gov-
ernment could  nd a site that didn't cost 
$ billion, which is what using down-
town will and will also impact tra  c 
and commerce and people's lifestyles 
downtown," Bloomberg said during a 
news conference in Brooklyn. "If they 
were to move it elsewhere I'd be very 
happy with that."
President Barack Obama announced 
in November a plan to move Khalid 
Sheikh Mohammed, the accused mas-
termind of the  attacks, and four 
fellow Guantanamo Bay detainees to 
New York to stand trial about a quarter-
mile from where the World Trade Center 
towers stood.
The government intends to prose-
cute all  ve together and seek the death 
penalty in a trial that may involve some 
closed sessions dealing with classi-
 ed information, Attorney General Eric 
Holder has said.
Bloomberg said he assured Holder the 
city could provide security in the event a 
trial were held in lower Manhattan.
"We said yes we can, we'd like you to 
pay for it," he said.
In a Jan.  letter to Peter Orszag, director 
of the O  ce of Management and Budget, 
the mayor placed the cost of holding a 
trial in Manhattan at $ million for the 
 rst year and $ million annually in 
subsequent years.
Apple Unveils iPad 
Tablet Computer
SAN FRANCISCO — Apple, trying to 
expand beyond the Macintosh, iPod and 
iPhone, introduced a tablet computer 
on Wednesday with a touch screen, Web 
browser and e-mail functions.
 e iPad can display full Web pages and 
has a touch-screen keyboard that's almost 
full size, Chief Executive O  cer Steve Jobs 
said at a company event in San Francisco. 
 e iPad supports Wi-Fi communications 
and runs the more than , applica-
tions already available for the iPhone and 
iPod Touch.
 e iPad is "so much more intimate 
than a laptop, so much more capable than 
a smartphone," Jobs said. The device, 
which has a .-inch screen, is half an inch 
thick and weighs . pounds, he said.
Jobs, , has spent the past decade 
transforming the maker of the Mac 
personal computer into a consumer-
electronics juggernaut.  e iPad builds 
on the digital media and mobile technol-
ogy behind Apple's market-leading iPod 
players and the iPhone, and will challenge 
dedicated e-book readers from Amazon.
com Inc. and Sony Corp.
The device, made of aluminum and 
glass, can display maps from Google and 
has calendar and address book functions. 
It also lets users display thumbnail views 
of photos. The iPad has a -gigahertz 
Apple chip and battery life of  hours, 
Jobs said.
"My question is how big of a market this 
is, and it's probably reasonably big," said 
Michael Yoshikami, an analyst at Walnut 
Creek, Calif.-based YCMNet Advisors. 
"I'm still getting my hands around how 
many people are going to want something 
of this size."
Larceny
 On Friday, a JMU student reported 
theft of a wallet containing a debit 
card, driver's license and $12 in 
cash after it was left and forgotten 
on a Godwin bus stop bench when 
the victim boarded the bus.
 On Friday, a JMU student reported 
theft of a commuter parking 
decal from a vehicle in P lot. 
 Monday, a JMU student 
reported theft of an unattended 
wallet containing cash and 
credit cards in Festival.
 On Monday, a JMU student 
reported theft of items from 
an Eagle Hall laundry room.
Property Damage 
 On Monday, a JMU student reported 
a window broken out of a vehicle 
and theft of a $250 iPod in R1 lot.
 On Monday, a JMU student 
reported graffi ti and markings 
on an Eagle Hall elevator panel, 
resulting in $100 damage.
 On Sunday, a JMU student reported 
$50 damage to an emergency 
phone in CISAT building A1.
 On Jan. 21, a JMU student 
reported $50 damage to a 
storm drain grate in R1 lot.
Alcohol
 On Saturday, police arrested 
two JMU students, who also 
received judicial referrals, 
for alleged marijuana and 
alleged drug equipment 
possession at Potomac Hall.
 On Friday, police arrested two JMU 
students for alleged marijuana 
possession at Potomac Hall.
 On Jan. 21, police arrested a JMU 
student for alleged marijuana 
possession at Gifford Hall.
 On Saturday, police arrested a 
JMU student, who also received a 
judicial referral, for alleged public 
drunkenness at Weaver Hall.
 On Saturday, two JMU students 
received judicial referrals for 
alleged underaged consumption 
at McGraw-Long Hall.
 On Saturday, two JMU students 
received judicial referrals for 
alleged lack of guest responsibility 
at Godwin bus stop.
Assault & Battery
 On Sunday, a nonstudent (third 
party) reported the alleged 
assault of two JMU students by a 
nonstudent (acquaintance) in D3 lot.
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Mission
The Breeze, the student-run newspaper of James Madison University, serves 
student, faculty and staff readership by reporting news involving the campus 
and local community. The Breeze strives to be impartial and fair in its reporting 
and fi rmly believes in First Amendment rights.
Published Monday and Thursday mornings, The Breeze is distributed 
throughout James Madison University and the local Harrisonburg community. 
Comments and complaints should be addressed to Tim Chapman, editor.
Contact
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Meet & talk with editors about getting involved
Free Pizza & Drinks
Everyone is Welcome
Writers, Photographers, Videographers, Broadcasters
By Matt Sutherland
The Breeze
A group of students and teach-
ers at James Madison University are 
ready to unveil their donation plans 
in response to the earthquake in Haiti 
two weeks ago.
On Monday, students from the 
Colleges of Arts and Letters and 
Integrated Science and Technology 
launched 30 For 30, a student orga-
nization intended to raise money for 
disaster relief in Haiti. 
Patrick Eugene, a Haitian JMU stu-
dent, described in a 30 For 30 panel 
discussion that Haiti’s problems stem 
from a lack of coordinated aid.
“Why are we still poor? Because 
most of [the organizations] do not 
know what Haiti needs,” Eugene 
said. “We need colleges; we need 
education.”
According to 30 For 30 liaison 
Mieka Polanco, the organization’s 
name derives from the concept of 
raising $30,000 in 30 days.
“There are a growing number of 
actions that are part of the campaign,” 
Polanco said. Some ideas Polanco 
stated for fundraising were “a T-shirt 
shop, envelope drive, benefit din-
ner, concert and more. Different 
members of the JMU community are 
responsible for organizing and run-
ning them.”
Awaiting approval by the uni-
versity, 30 For 30 has chosen three 
organizations it believes will be able 
to use the money effectively. Instead 
of allocating the money to the Hai-
tian government, the organizations 
do their work on the ground, working 
with local organizations to determine 
the best course of action.
The first organization is Partners in 
Health. According to its Web site, the 
Boston-based nonprofit organization 
has worked in Haiti for more than 20 
years bringing free medical care to 
impoverished areas.
The second organization, Fonkoze, 
brands itself as “Haiti’s alternative 
bank for the organized poor.” As a 
micro-lending organization, Fonkoze 
gives small loans to impoverished 
people to help them start their own 
businesses and eventually move out 
of poverty. Since it was founded in 
1994, more than 55,000 women in 
need of financial aid have received 
help. Today, Fonkoze also offers a lit-
eracy program. 
The final organization that 30 For 
30 plans to donate to is the Haiti Out-
reach Foundation. Based in Staunton, 
the foundation’s operations are 
almost exclusively on the island of La 
Gonave. 
According to the Waynesboro 
News Virginian, the Haiti Outreach 
Foundation has provided a school, 
a hospital and food supplies to more 
than 110,000 people.
“This is the time for every single 
person, not only in JMU or EMU, but 
the entire world to stand up,” Eugene 
said. “I want everyone to know that 
we can do it.”
30 For 30 will meet at 1 p.m. every 
Wednesday in Sheldon Hall Room 
114.
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Senior Makenna Johnson was 
hit by a car after she walked into 
traffic Monday around noon at the 
intersection of South Main Street and 
Warsaw Avenue. She was charged 
for stepping into a highway where 
presence could be obscured. She 
was taken to Rockingham Memorial 




Harrisonburg and James Madison 
University Police Departments 
executed three search warrants as 
part of an ongoing investigation about 
break-ins on campus. Around 9:30 
a.m. Wednesday, officers searched two 
businesses at 953 and 954 S. High St. 
and a residence in the 1800 block of 
Janie Lane. Police arrested Waseem 
Afridi, 37, of Harrisonburg and charged 
him with two counts of receiving 
stolen goods, larceny with the intent 
to sell or distribute, the purchase of 
alcohol for an unauthorized person 




Bulue Berry, a low-level gang member, 
was sentenced to 10 months in prison, 
while his sentence of 20 years was 
suspended. Police believe Berry, who 
pleaded guilty to grand larceny and 
breaking and entering, was a member 
of the Sur 13 gang and was responsible 
for a rash of October break-ins.
harriSonBurg
Seven Years for Stabbing
Terry Harvey was sentenced to seven 
years in prison after being involved 
in the stabbing and robbery outside 
Dave’s Taverna Express on March 14. 
Harvey was meeting a drug dealer in 
the restaurant’s parking lot to purchase 
cocaine, according to prosecutors. 
When the dealer would not dispense 
the drugs, Harvey allegedly stabbed 
the man about a dozen times before 
driving away with at least one other 
man.
 Meet the Senator
Patrick Watral
sophomore international 
affairs major with 
an arabic minor
at-large senator on 
the Student Services 
Committee
Why did you join Sga? To 
make sure students have a voice 
in the decision making process at 
JMU.
What other organizations 
are you part of? JMU Club 
Triathlon Team
What is your least favorite 
thing about JMu? Parking 
Services and their neverending 
vendetta against the student 
body
Where is your favorite 
place on campus? The Quad in 
the spring.
What do you plan to do 
after college? Marine Corps 
Officer Candidate School
What social cause are you 
most passionate about? 
Getting the Jersey Shore off MTV.
What have you learned in 
Sga that you will use in 
the real world? How complex 
and nuanced policy making is. I've 
also gained some people skills.
What is your biggest fear? 
Letting someone down.
What is the most important 
part of your Sga job? Acting 
on the mission statement.
What are your goals for the 
Sga this semester? To make 
sure it's using its full potential.
What is one thing people 
can't tell by looking at 
you? This is a hard question... I 
like yogurt. 
What is your favorite 
course, to date, at JMu? 
GHIST 150 with Professor Opala
Nurses-to-Be Learn the Future of Healthcare 
Hoping for $30K in 30 Days Stepping Up New Mission
haiti relieF 
n ClearView performs 
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As the demand for nurses increases across 
the country, JMU’s competitive nursing 
department has tried to prepare more students 
for careers. 
About 600,000 new nurses are needed, 
according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor. This 
does not include the 500,000 positions that will 
open as baby boomers retire, added Dr. Merle 
Mast, head of JMU’s nursing department.
The nursing field allows good salaries, job 
security and varied but challenging career 
options, according to Mast.
“Good nurses think critically and respond 
effectively in complex situations,” Mast said. 
“They can make critical decisions and handle 
many responsibilities, and are concerned with 
the well-being of their patients.”
The number of applications to the Bachelor 
of Science in Nursing program continues to 
grow at JMU; the program has nearly doubled 
since 2004. Previously, the program allowed 50 
applicants a year, but now it accepts roughly 
120 applications a year.
Nationally, more than 40,000 students are 
turned away, because schools and universities 
do not have the proper resources to take all the 
students, according to the American Associa-
tion of Critical-Care Nurses Web site. 
“I was really nervous when I applied, 
because there are a lot of people I know of 
that have not gotten into the program and 
have changed their whole career plans,” soph-
omore Stacy Hernandez said. “It is definitely 
very hard to get in to.” With the high demand 
for nurses, Mast explained that now students 
don’t always get their first-choice jobs. 
“Because JMU’s nursing program has such 
a strong reputation, the employers really want 
our graduates,” Mast said. 
The program has increased from 10 to 26 
faculty members over the last 5 years. The stu-
dent faculty ratio is 1:10, which is required by 
the Virginia Board of Nursing. Until the depart-
ment has more resources to get the classroom 
space, faculty, and clinicals, the nursing 
see nurSe, page 4
By aManda herMan
contributing writer
After giving more than $5,000 
to three organizations Tuesday, 
about 45 percent of SGA’s money 
remains. 
This was one third of what was 
given in total last semester; $16,800 
of these funds remain. The academ-
ic year began with $37,413 available 
to student organizations. 
nThe Chinese Student Associa-
tion received almost $3,000 for its 
annual cultural show in April. Rep-
resentatives said the money will go 
toward hiring a lighting crew, tra-
ditional costumes and publicity. 
CSA expects more than 350 people 
to attend the free show. The bill 
passed unanimously by a voice 
vote.
nThe Club Managers Associa-
tion of America asked for $225 to 
send one member to an interna-
tional conference in San Diego, 
Calif. Two members will attend the 
conference hoping to gain intern-
ships and network. The bill passed 
unanimously. CMAA members are 
in the field of managing country 
clubs and resorts. 
n The Vietnamese Student 
Association was allocated $2,000 
See Sga, page 4
“We are a group of students committed to representing 
the voice of the student body. We believe that every 
student’s voice has the ability to make a meaningful 
impact and therefore, we serve the JMU community 
by amplifying the voices of others.”
new Sga Mission
photos coUrtesy of cisat creative services
Former nursing students (from left) Sarah Rameriz, Leah Short, Kristin Birk and Sam Howard (fall 2008 graduates) work together on a project. 
Alexandra Cantor (left) and Faith Suzio (2009 graduates) practice their nursing skills. JMU's nursing 
program has nearly doubled since 2004 and now accepts about 120 students each year. 
ashley GrishaM / the Breeze
Junior Ryan Philbrick introduces the new Valentine's Day Ball focus "For 
Love, For Haiti," which will be Feb. 13 in Festival.
Survey Results 
continued from front
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for its annual culture show. Like 
the CSA, the VSA plans to use the 
money for lighting, costumes and 
publicity, as well as props. The bill 
passed unanimously. 
The majority of SGA members 
attended a 24-hour retreat Friday 
night. 
“One of the things we talked 
about at the retreat was making it 
easier to communicate with each 
other without having to make 
formal motions and things like 
that,” said Andrew Elgert, speak-
er of the senate. “It might epically 
fail; hopefully it will do really well, 
though.”
Elgert initiated a recess dur-
ing the meeting to let committee 
members meet. 
According to Elissa Taylor, SGA 
director of public affairs, this will 
allow committees that meet 
almost a week before Tuesday's 
senate meetings to catch up and 
ultimately be on the same page. 
Committees did not report any 
news back to the senate after the 
20-minute meeting. 
Student body president Can-
dace Avalos led SGA members 
in reading their new “living 
mission.”
The new mission reads, “We are 
a group of students committed to 
representing the voice of the stu-
dent body. We believe that every 
student’s voice has the ability to 
make a meaningful impact and 
therefore, we serve the JMU com-
munity by amplifying the voices 
of others.”
Avalos also talked about Red 
Watch Band, an initiative for alco-
hol-emergency education used 
by more than 40 universities and 
colleges nationwide. Avalos said 
during the retreat members dis-
cussed making a JMU version for 
peer education on alcohol. Ava-
los explained the focus would be 
on students helping their peers 
instead of people with titles tell-
ing students what to do. 
“The goal is to get more than 
just average students engaged in 
this, getting them trained, mak-
ing sure they know this,” Avalos 
said. “If something happens, it 
does not mean I’m an RA, it does 
not mean I’m a FROG, it does not 
mean I’m in an organization.” 
The initiative, temporarily 
known as “APES,” or Alcohol Peer 
Educators, is in its very early plan-
ning stages.
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program will be unable to accept 
more students, Mast said.
Students at JMU agree facul-
ty members are committed and 
devoted to preparing the stu-
dents to serve people by being 
an example. 
“I respect the teachers and 
what they do to prepare us, and 
the program wouldn’t be what it 
is if it were not for the teachers,” 
junior Sally Eggman said. 
She said she hasn’t noticed 
the nurse shortage, but at her 
clinical, there is about one nurse 
to five patients. 
“Just seeing the amount of 
work and care they give to those 
patients is wonderful but also 
time consuming,” Eggman said. 
“I can’t imagine the impact that 
more patients would create, as 
say in a hospital setting, and I 
feel the care would decrease.”
According to junior Linn 
Guernsey, JMU prepares stu-
dents well for finding a job. 
In one class, students create a 
resume and binder that demon-
strate everything they have done 
at JMU, including a philosophy 
page highlighting their mission 
statement for being a nurse. 
“For clinical, I have to work 
12-hour shifts, much like what it 
would be like if I was in a hospi-
tal,” Guernsey said.  “I really feel 
nursing is one of the most time- 
consuming majors JMU offers.”
The program at JMU offers an 
associate or baccalaureate pro-
gram and students must pass 
the Nursing Certification and 
Licensure exam (NCLEX) to 
obtain a license. JMU also offers 
a one-year program for regis-
tered nurses who hold associate 
degrees to obtain a Bachelor of 
Science in Nursing.
SGA | A Different Approach to 
Alcohol Education in Planning Stages
nuRSe | JMU Prepares Students
“The goal is to get 
more just than 
average students 
engaged in this; 
getting them trained, 





SGA circulated the results 
among administrators to begin 
discussing the next step. Watral 
and Cellucci also hope to create 
a summit for SGA representa-
tives and key decision-makers 
to work together on a response. 
“A lot of people wanted their 
hands on it, actually,” said 
Watral, a sophomore and mem-
ber of the SGA student services 
committee.
Warner, who approved the 
cut to hours at the beginning of 
the school year, said he asked 
Hawkins and Marsha Mays-Ber-
nard, associate vice president 
for student health, to review 
the survey and make recom-
mendations by the end of the 
semester. 
“Those recommendations 
will be considered as we create 
our 2010 to 2011 comprehensive 
strategy for preventing alcohol 
abuse,” Warner said.
Before posting the survey on 
Qualtrics, JMU Police Chief Lee 
Shifflett and Hawkins reviewed 
the questions to ensure valid-
ity of the results. Watral said 
SGA immediately removed any 
words that Hawkins said were 
subjective. She also suggested 
adding question 16: “By provid-
ing late night bus transportation, 
could it appear to others that 
the University is supporting 
and/or encouraging high-risk 
drinking behavior?" (see results 
on right)
 “We knew it wouldn’t be 
valid if it was a biased survey,” 
Watral said.
Watral said there still could 
be concerns over whether all 
the comments were truthful. 
“This is obviously a hot-but-
ton issue, so there was probably 
a good chunk of people that 
were typing in, ‘Oh, I’m gonna 
drive drunk,’ just so they could 
get the drunk bus back,” Watral 
said.
But he said there were still so 
many comments that at least 
some must be true. 
Drunk driving
During the fall semester, Har-
risonburg police gave 93 DWI 
or DUI tickets in the city. This 
is up from 71 in the spring 2009 
semester but down from 99 in 
fall 2008. These numbers do not 
indicate how many tickets were 
given to people just within the 
college age group. 
“To a certain extent we 
expected the trends,” Watral 
said. “But we were absolutely 
shocked with the number that 
wrote ‘drunk driving’ in the 
optional one.” 
The number of tickets police 
have written in Harrisonburg 
for driving while intoxicated 
does not indicate an increase, 
according to Mary-Hope Vass, 
Harrisonburg Police Depart-
ment spokeswoman, because 
many factors go into these 
numbers. 
Police set up several check-
points each year, especially 
during big weekends like Hal-
loween, New Year's and the 
Superbowl, but Vass said the 
checkpoints were not a sig-
nificant contributing factor to 
the number of alcohol-related 
tickets. 
The potential for drunk driv-
ing still worries Watral.  
“I’d be concerned if there 
was 10 people out there drunk 
driving, honestly,” Watral said. 
“My friends are out there, your 
friends are out there… This blew 
us away.”’
A response to alcohol
Warner said his staff came 
up with recommendations 
on the alcohol concerns after 
holding focus groups last year 
with students and faculty and 
having discussions with the 
Harrisonburg Department of 
Public Transportation. JMU 
gives more than $1 million to 
HDPT in their contract.
Reggie Smith, director of 
HDPT, said most of the prob-
lems on the late night buses 
were during the last hour, 
especially with vandalism, pas-
senger safety and abuse of the 
drivers.
“The transit amendment did 
not occur without considerable 
deliberation,” Hawkins wrote in 
an e-mail. 
After hearing the recommen-
dations, Warner decided to end 
the services 45 minutes earlier. 
Though Smith said there are 
no specific data for this year, he 
and the bus drivers have noticed 
a change. 
“We haven’t had the broken 
windows and some of the vio-
lence that we’ve had in the past,” 
Smith said. “We are slammed 
more from 1 a.m. to 2 a.m. than 
we used to be, but I think in the 
past maybe people going home 
were spread between 1 o’clock 
and 3 o’clock. Now it’s between 
1 and 2 o’clock.”
JMU senior Kevin Garris, a 
former HDPT driver, said he 
was not at all surprised by the 
results.
“Most bus drivers want it 
back to the way it was, because 
the buses are so overcrowded 
on the last run, and so many 
people get left behind,” Garris 
said. “I mean, I’d get left behind 
almost every time if I didn’t 
know them.”
In the survey, more than 50 
percent of respondents said 
that since the August change 
they had at some point ridden 
buses that were overcrowded, 
while 37 percent said the buses 
were completely full. 
“We know we could put more 
buses out there, and we tend to 
do that at Homecoming and 
Halloween, but it’s supply and 
demand,” Smith said. “Usually, 
when there’s too many people 
to get on a bus, there’s another 
bus that’ll be there soon.”
About 49 percent of students 
said they had been left behind 
or seen others being left behind 
at bus stops. 
“If we know there’s a lot of 
students out, and it’s 2:15, we try 
to get everybody back to campus 
or around somewhere,” Smith 
said. “We don’t want to leave 
anyone anywhere. Regardless of 
what time we quit, there’s going 
to be someone somewhere who 
is still going to party longer than 
that."
Breeze staffers John Sutter 
and Ryan Platt contributed to 
this article. 
SuRvey | Bus Vandalism is Down
8. Have you ever witnessed any 
lewd or inappropriate behavior 
on the Late Night Transit Bus (i.e. 
vomiting, vandalism, or violence)?
 yes 1,369 40%
 No 2,037 60%
10. Suppose you are out after 
2:15 a.m. when the HDPT buses 
stop running, what alternative 
method of transportation 
are you most likely to use? 
(Check all that apply)
 Walk 3,096 83%
 safeRides 935 25%
 CaLL a CaB 2,306 62%
 sobeR dRiveR 906 24%
 oTheR 348 9%
11. How safe would you feel walking 
in Harrisonburg late at night?
 veRy safe 39 1%
 safe 859 23%
 UNSafe 1,958 52%
 veRy Unsafe 896 24%
12. Have you called SafeRides 
this semester?
 yes 1,109 30%
 No 2,644 70%
13. How long after you 
called SafeRides did you 
wait to be picked up?
 UndeR 30 minUTes 48 4%
 oveR 30 minUTes 236 21%
 oveR 1 HoUR 782 71%
 n/a 43 4%
16. By providing late night bus 
transportation, could it appear 
to others that the University is 
supporting and/or endorsing 
high-risk drinking behavior?
 STRoNgLy DiSagRee 1,762 47%
 disagRee 1,254 34%
 neiTheR agRee 386 10%
 noR disagRee
 agRee 210 6%
 sTRongly agRee 102 3%
9. How late do you realistically 
think the late night buses 
should operate?
 10 p.m. 6 0%
 11 p.m. 4 0%
 midnighT 30 1%
 1 a.m. 50 1%
 2 a.m. 342 9%
 3 a.m. 3,044 81%
 4 a.m. 275 7%
14. Have you called a 
cab this semester?
 yeS 2,729 73%
 no 1,020 27%
15. How long after you called a 
cab did you wait to be picked up?
 UNDeR 30 miNUTeS 1,425 53%
 oveR 30 minUTes 1,085 40%
 oveR 1 hoUR 190 7%
 n/a 12 0%
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Our Sympathies
Our deepest condolences go out to the family and friends of Morgan 
Dana Harrington, the -year-old Virginia Tech student who disap-
peared at a Metallica concert in Charlottesville. 
Police con rmed the body found on a farm in Albermarle County was 
in fact Harrington’s, ending a three-month search. 
We send our support to the Virginia Tech community, which has 
experienced yet another tragic loss. In these distressing times, it is 
important to remain resilient and pray for the Harrington family. 
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Healthcare Debate is Innately Economic
 e national healthcare debate has 
recently dominated national media, 
aiding conservative Senator-elect Scott 
Brown in his recent electoral victory in 
the liberal bastion of Massachusetts. 
Highly emotional and idealistic politi-
cal partisans, who either reject public 
healthcare or believe healthcare is a 
natural right, characterize this debate. 
I don’t believe the debate should be 
this simple.  e argument over public 
healthcare should be broken into three 
components: a moral component, a 
legal component and an economic 
component.
First, I want to summarize the moral 
argument against public healthcare, 
popular among Republican Party fol-
lowers. Many Republicans believe 
mandated health insurance is immoral, 
because it removes individual respon-
sibility and choice with respect to the 
healthcare market. Basically, these 
Republicans take a principled, ideal-
istic stance that economic freedom 
is worth the cost of rising healthcare 
expenses and a growing uninsured 
population. What I find ironic and 
inconsistent is that these same Republi-
cans are more than willing to surrender 
basic freedoms for increased national 
security. For example, an overwhelm-
ing number of Republicans supported 
the Patriot Act and the National Secu-
rity Agency electronic surveillance 
program implemented under the Bush 
administration. The same Republi-
cans also support tough drug laws 
that are inconsistent with the liberty-
loving principle they so strictly apply 
in their crusade against public health 
insurance.
The second component of the 
debate centers on the constitution-
ality of imposing a federal mandate 
requiring citizens to purchase health-
care. In order to determine whether 
public healthcare is constitutional, you 
must examine legal precedents that 
de ne federal authority according to 
the Supreme Court.  e  rst precedent 
coming to my mind is Social Security, a 
federally-mandated pension program 
funded through payroll taxes. In the 
Supreme Court case Stewart Machine 
Company v. Davis, the majority opin-
ion ruled that the U.S. government had 
the constitutional authority to impose 
this program on all tax-paying citizens. 
 is ruling as been in e ect since , 
setting an important legal precedent 
allowing the government to levy new 
taxes as a promotion of the “general 
welfare” of the nation. 
The debate regarding the mean-
ing of promoting the nation's "general 
welfare" dates back to the Founding 
Fathers. Alexander Hamilton argued 
that the General Welfare clause implied 
that new taxes could be imposed on the 
public if it "provide[d] for the general 
welfare of the nation.” James Madison 
disagreed and held the position that 
we should interpret the Constitution 
narrowly, by following the enumerat-
ed powers of the Federal government. 
In the end, the Supreme Court sided 
with Hamilton in , stating, "It is 
now settled by decision.  e concep-
tion of the spending power advocated 
by Hamilton. . . has prevailed over that 
of Madison".  us, the legal underpin-
ning of socialized medicine rests in 
the Supreme Court’s -year decision 
that the general welfare of the nation 
trumps economic freedom.
 e third component of the health-
care debate that is least discussed, 
yet perhaps most important, is the 
looming economic crisis developing 
due to rising costs in the healthcare 
economy. The most compelling case 
for reform rests in the need to prevent 
rising healthcare costs by some sort of 
government intervention. The prob-
lem with the current system is that the 
growth rate of healthcare expenditures 
is eroding the federal budget but also 
substantially decreasing household 
income. Studies show the projected 
growth rate of healthcare premiums 
will outpace the growth of real hourly 
earnings at an alarming rate. (In simple 
terms, without changes to the existing 
system, the government and U.S. citi-
zens will quickly become bankrupt 
because of healthcare.)
If we accept to live in a modern, 
quasi-capitalist economy defined by 
Hamiltonian principles, then the argu-
ment over healthcare can no longer be 
moral or legal in nature. Rather, the 
debate about healthcare reform is eco-
nomic in nature, and a moral or legal 
epiphany will not solve this problem. 
Paul Arsenovic is a biology graduate 
student.
STEVEN KNOTT |  simply knott satisfi ed
To the dismay of many students, 
weekend late night bus services were 
cut this past August, now ending at : 
a.m. instead of : a.m. Mark War-
ner, JMU’s vice president of Student 
Affairs and University Planning, was 
the university administrator primarily 
responsible for making this decision. 
Considering 
Warner’s state-
m e nt s  a b o u t 
the importance 
o f  s t u d e n t 
o p i n i o n ,  i t ’s 
discouraging 
that more of it 
was not sought 
b e f o r e  t h i s 
decision was made.
The late night bus service is how 
a majority of students travel to and 
from parties during the weekend. By 
cutting its hours of operation, Warner 
says he was not just hoping to reduce 
underage drinking, but irresponsible 
behavior of students in general.
In response to the change, SGA 
committee chair of Student Servic-
es and student representative to the 
Board of Visitors, Rob Cellucci, con-
ducted a survey to measure the effect 
of this shift in hours. The results 
suggest that the reduction in hours 
was both ineffective in discourag-
ing underaged drinking and may 
actually cause students to act less 
responsibly. 
The administration has made it 
clear they wish to significantly change 
JMU’s weekend culture; however 
these survey results make it evident 
that decreasing bus hours cannot have 
any positive impact on the school or 
its reputation.
The results suggest withholding 
transportation will not deter students’ 
decisions to drink or stay out late, but 
it will leave them without this safe 
transportation method  minutes 
earlier than in previous years. The 
results indicate that instead, students 
are more likely to walk home or in 
some cases drive drunk.
According to , of the , stu-
dents who answered one question, 
cutting back bus hours further would 
not decrease their alcohol consump-
tion; and the rise in alcohol-related 
citations only supports this further. 
So it seems that whether or not the 
bus is running has little or nothing 
to do with the choice students make 
to drink. Without a bus to take them 
home, students are not making bet-
ter decisions; the university is simply 
stranding them to deal with their 
“irresponsible” ones.  , of respon-
dents said they would walk home if 
they were out past : a.m.
Warner responded that students 
can easily complain about any bus 
cut-off time. The administration ques-
tions why students would be content 
with a  a.m. cut-off and not continue 
pushing for even later hours. I think 
students should want a safe trans-
portation method at any hour; and 
because it would seem that having 
more bus hours does not encourage 
more drinking, I would suggest that 
the school run services all night long. 
Safety should always be the priority. 
Also discouraging is  that the 
administration did not seek ade-
quate student opinion to forecast this 
change’s impact before the decision 
was made. Had they done so, their 
decision surely would have been 
different.
Another disheartening part of this 
issue is that it was Cellucci who decid-
ed to put this survey in the field, not 
a member of the administration. The 
administration had little to do with its 
conduction; now, three months after 
, students have expressed their 
voices, the university plans to stand 
by its decision for no less than the 
next eight months. 
What service will be denied next? 
Will the University Health Center 
decide to stop treating smokers suf-
fering from sinus infections because 
they are the result of irresponsible 
behavior? The question seems foolish, 
but it is equivalent to what the univer-
sity has done by declining bus hours: 
refuse to help those who need it.
I understand what administrators 
were thinking when they made this 
decision, but it seems their conjec-
tures were way off. Warner, as well 
as the others involved in making the 
decision, say they hoped that, by cut-
ting back transportation hours, they 
would be able to positively shift stu-
dent culture away from underaged 
drinking and late night, reckless 
behavior. Unfortunately, it seems this 
change in culture has not occurred, 
but now party-going students are 
merely faced with a slightly less-safe 
environment.
Steven Knott is a junior fi nance and 
economics major. 
Bus Survey Indicates 
Administrative Misstep 
Moral and Legal Components Still Polarize Population
The problem with the 
current system is that 
the growth rate of 
healthcare expenditures 
is eroding the federal 




day-a-lil’-more-sunny” pat to the 
boy who ran up the Village hill to 
give me my dropped JACard. 
From a girl who wouldn't mind 
getting caught in the rain with you 
again.
A “no,-we’re-not-about-to-
leave” dart to the E-Hall vultures 
breathing down our necks as we 
attempt to enjoy our dessert.
From a group of girls who are sick 
of being forced to leave their table by 
your impatient rudeness.
A “you-call-that-fun?!” dart to 
frat parties...everywhere. 
From someone who witnessed a 
little too much barf-age outside of an 
unnamed frat house last Friday.
A “you-are-a-black-hole” dart 
to the Pub for making me black out 
every time I step inside the doors.
From a girl who interpretive 
danced alone on stage last week. 
A “get-out-of-my-apartment!”
dart to the 	 y that won't leave and is 
only here to annoy us.
From an apartment of squeamish 
girls who are tired of chasing their 
 fth roommate around.
A “thanks-for-your-patience”
pat to my new baby girl. 
From a JMU alum who has 
survived Iraq and Afghanistan but 
never took a class on how to change 
a diaper.
A “clean-my-sheets” dart to my 
friend who baby-sat my bed while I 
was gone for the weekend and told 
me he farted all over it. 
From a girl who doesn't appreciate 
a stinky bed but does appreciate 
honesty.
A “you-have-made-me-lazy”
dart to my parking pass. 
From a girl who used to take the 
bus and walk but now succumbs to 
driving everywhere.
A “my-ears-are-bleeding” dart to 
WXJM for the insanely loud music at 
Student Org. Night.
From Rihanna, who really just 
wants you to please stop the music.
A “breaking-my-heart” dart to 
 e Breeze for charging me $ to 
publish my "heart." 
From a junior who believes in free 
love.
A “bundle-up,-wear-Juicy” pat 
to the guy sporting purple Walmart 
sweatpants with JUICY written on 
the back in permanent marker.
From the girl who just needed a 
little homemade couture to brighten 
her day.
A “run-Forrest-run” pat to the 
inebriated girl who chose her feet 
over wheels to party hop on Friday 
night. 
From someone who sees a future 
for you in drunken cross country.
A “my-arm-hurts” dart to 
Harrisonburg for making me donate 
plasma for money. 
From a girl who has found no 
other source of income while job 
searching.
Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily refl ect the truth.
Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org
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now through Valentine’s day!
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Community Service-Learning presents its 
9th Annual Service Fair  
Thursday, February 4th, 2010 
From 11:00-4:00PM 
In Transitions 
For more information visit us in Wilson 204 
Or on the web at www.jmu.edu/csl 
At the end of 







If you come 
in and take 
a tour and 
sign a lease 
the same day,
you will get 
a $50 gift card 
at leases 
approval!*
Become a fan on
1941 Sunchase Drive., Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540-442-4800    www.sunchase.net  
*Offer expires 1-31-10. Payable at 















10 Makes a touchdown
16 Hen’s hubby
19 Deck type
20 Ford or Grey
21 Frolic
22 Poster abbr.






30 Wallach or Whitney




42 Command to Fido
45 Cries like a baby
48 Part 2 of remark




58 Had a hankering
60 Mister, in Munich
62 Architect’s add-on
63 Harness part
64 Radio and TV
65 Duncan’s denial
66 “- a Song Go Out of My 
Heart” (’38 tune)
69 - Bank, NJ
70 Part 3 of remark
75 HST’s successor






90 Moved like a mouse




99 Part 4 of remark




107 Tend the garden
109 Pipe part
110 Cry of discovery
113 Spanish dance
116 Allen’s partner
120 Passed into law
124 - Baba





















12 It bakes the cake
13 Alex Haley book
14 Directional suffix
15 Sault - Marie, MI
16 27th president
17 All right




31 See 91 Down
32 Distinguished




37 Word form for 
“study”
38 - Zimbalist, Jr.
39 Rock’s - Poneys
41 Ring official
42 Missouri airport abbr.
43 Presque -, ME
44 Dimly illuminated
46 Solitary sort




51 From now on
52 Opening remark?
57 Wrap up




71 Voltaire, for one
72 Reagan and Wilson
73 Teachers’ org.











91 With 31 Down, 
’58 Frankie Avalon hit
93 Qualified
95 Squirrel’s snack
97 “The A-Team” actor
100 Manipulate


















126 - -Locka, FL
127 Form of comm.
128 Mine find
129 Incite Rover
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&
Send your Valentine a special message and see it appear in the 
Feb. 11th issue of The Breeze!
Where to purchase:
Tue, Feb 2 @ 10a.m.-1:30p.m.
Festival
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As I sit in the back of my film studies 
class, I realize how much I’ve already 
learned after only three weeks back 
at school. For one, I’ve learned that 
“chicken beak” is a highly appropriate 
nickname for the girl in the front of 
the room and her overwhelmingly 
intrusive shnoz. Another thing I’ve 
learned is I have absolutely no idea as 
to what my teacher is saying.
But perhaps the most important 
thing I’ve discovered is that I’m not 
alone in these thoughts, and as class 
trudges on, my eyes can’t help but 
wander to my classmates and observe 
their daily ADD-induced quirks. To 
the untrained eye, most of the class 
seems to listen attentively, eyes glued 
on the presentation currently at hand. 
However, I know better. I’ve had 
more than a dozen years in the public 
education system, and I am wise. 
As I examine my classmates, I see 
what really goes on in their collegiate 
noggins. A thin wisp of fog shields the 
eyes from any bit of knowledge that 
might accidentally seep in, and the 
tiniest dribble of spit slowly bubbles 
at the corners of their mouths.  I can 
almost see the daydreams taking 
place: reliving the weekend’s sexual 
exploits or wondering what tasty 
morsels D-Hall holds in store this 
afternoon.
However, this is not everyone.  Not 
everybody has the mental fortitude 
to slack off in such an inconspicuous 
and brilliant manner.  On the other 
side of the classroom I see Stoner 
Bro.  He is partaking in what can only 
be described as a rhythmic, almost 
spiritual dance as his head alternates 
from slowly sinking down to his chest 
to quickly jerking up again as he 
struggles to stay awake. Every once in 
a while his slightly out-of-focus eyes 
seem to stare off into the distance for a 
few seconds as you can almost smell a 
complete neurological systems failure.
One row behind me is Sorority 
Social Slut. iPhone constantly in 
hand, her texting pace rivals speeds 
reached by F-15 fighter jets, and she’s 
easily surpassed the teacher in words 
per minute. Meanwhile, the constant 
tapping a few inches away from 
my ears makes me want to take her 
iPhone and shove it straight down her 
iThroat to join the millions of “albino 
tadpoles” she acquired over the 
weekend. 
Finally, we have the seat directly in 
front of me, inhabited by my favorite 
slacker of all.  To my professor, it 
looks as if he is simply taking notes, 
scrupulously writing down every word 
she says.  But I have a front row seat 
to this art show, and the amount of 
doodles that comes out of this kid in a 
class period could shatter records.  
It starts off as simple scribbles in 
the margins of a notebook or handout: 
a checkerboard pattern, an eye and 
maybe a few simple polygons with 
shaded borders.  As he finishes up, 
he glances up at the clock. Only a few 
minutes have passed. After a half-
sincere attempt to listen, Doodleman’s 
pen is buried back in the notebook 
furiously drawing away. This time it’s 
a face.  Maybe with a more intricate 
drawing class will go by faster.  He 
finishes again and glances up at the 
clock. Only five more minutes have 
passed. 
This time he means business. He 
is thoroughly annoyed at the lack of 
time that has gone by which means 
his pictures are about to take a turn for 
the worse. Pen to the page he draws 
a snake coming out of the eye of the 
face.  The snake evolves into some 
hideous crying monster.  Its tears run 
down the page and turn into a tree that 
has a single leaf.  A line is drawn out 
of the leaf and goes around the page 
wrapping it in a border. Now spikes 
are drawn all around the border. Dots 
are drawn in the spikes and those are 
in turn drawn into caterpillars, which 
climb up the tree, and you can see 
where this is going. His notebook is 
now fully transformed to resemble an 
Andy Warhol acid trip. 
Pleased with himself for his artistic 
endeavors, he glances at the clock. 
Eight minutes have passed. At this 
point Doodleman has reached the end 
of his rope.  In a fit of fury, he stands 
up, screams out a series of incoherent 
words and bolts from the room 
crying…Just kidding. But it would be 
pretty cool if he did. 
The whole roundabout point to this 
article though, is that slacking is a lot 
harder than it looks, and there are 
many different types of us out there. 
Also I’m in class and really bored.
Andy Fram is a junior media arts & 
design major and a humor columnist 
at The Breeze.
The Art of 
Slacking
‘Oak Tree’ Rides on the Fluidity of Script
andy Fram
contributing writer
11.2 million. Eleven – point – two 
– million. According to recently 
released Nielsen ratings data, that 
would be the number of people who 
watched last Monday’s very special 
episode of the Nickelodeon kidcom 
“iCarly”. That 11.2 million people was 
enough to make it the most watched 
show of the evening, beating any 
other program on cable or broadcast, 
including the season premiere of “24.” 
These ratings are probably 
deserved when the pedigree of 
“iCarly” is considered. The show is 
technically a spin-off of “Drake & 
Josh,” which itself was technically 
a spin-off of “The Amanda Show” 
which was technically a spin-off of 
“All That,” which was technically 
a spin-off of a feverish dream that 
executive producer Dan Schneider 
had believing that Danny Tamberelli 
deserved a career.
“iCarly”, from what I can gather 
from my limited knowledge about 
shows aimed at people half of my 
age, stars the tween semi-sensation 
Miranda Cosgrove. From the title, I’m 
guessing the show is an adaptation of 
Issac Asimov’s classic science fiction 
story “I, Robot,” and follows the 
existential struggles of iCarly as she 
contrasts her manufactured nature 
and societal purpose with her new 
sentience.
So now that I’ve firmly entrenched 
“iCarly” in my search history, and 
registered with the appropriate 
authorities, I’ve discovered “iCarly” is 
about a girl named Carly who hosts a 
TV show on the Internet with her two 
friends. My version was better.
In the special, titled “iSaved 
Your Life,” Carly is saved from an 
oncoming taco truck by Freddie, her 
male friend. Awed by his heroism, 
Carly gives into the 9-to-12 year-
old demographic version of sexual 
tension and they kiss. This kind of 
high drama captivates and grabs the 
attention of 11.2 million people.
Let’s put this into perspective and 
compare these viewership numbers 
to some other TV shows.
“Mad Men” is a critically adored 
show about advertising pitchmen. 
It’s a smart and engaging show that 
uses its ’60s setting to examine issues 
in society both then and now. Not 
to mention that it is beautifully shot, 
has a slavish devotion to detail, and 
contains some of the best drama and 
most engaging characters to ever 
appear on TV. The highest rating 
for an episode of “Mad Men”? 2.8 
million for the Season 3 premiere.
see iCarly, page 10
iCan’t Believe People Watch This
By ElysE KraChman
contributing writer
For a show that has been in pro-
duction since the summer, it seems 
strange to throw an actor who has 
never read the script or seen the show 
into the play on opening night. How-
ever, that is exactly what Theatre II’s 
production of “An Oak Tree” directed 
by senior Kristin Siegert. 
The play, written by Tim Crouch, 
only has two actors. The first is a hyp-
notist, played by freshman George 
Dippold. The second will be different 
on any given night, and will be por-
trayed by seniors Robby Bassler, Jon 
Hudson, juniors Jessica Johnson, Kris-
tin Gibson, and freshman Mike Swan, 
making each performance unique.
“An Oak Tree” challenges the audi-
ence to reflect on loss, the power of 
suggestion and the ambiguity of real-
ity. It is set during a hypnotist’s stage 
act, and like a hypnotist’s perfor-
mance, has to be seen to be believed. 
Siegert, chose this unorthodox pro-
duction on the script’s merits. “The 
script was so compelling, because it’s 
like an experiment. The audience and 
the second actor are both experienc-
ing it for the first time,” Siegert said.
The rehearsal process were also 
unorthodox, since the second actor 
wasn’t supposed to see the script 
until the performance. Rehearsals for 
the first actor were more standard — 
running lines and practicing blocking 
—  except it was difficult to rehearse 
the feeling of the show without prac-
ticing with the real actors, according 
to Dippold. The second actor rehears-
als were more like an improvisation 
class than a rehearsal. According to 
Siegert, the second actors practiced 
“being in the moment and reacting 
honestly,” two crucial aspects of the 
show.
During the dress rehearsals, Siegert’s 
friends and colleagues stood in for the
see Play, page 10
By ariEl BojEun
contributing writer
As the University of Virginia’s yearbook Corks and Curls 
comes to an end after nearly 120 years, James Madison’s 
Bluestone is reaching new contemporary heights. A univer-
sity’s yearbook serves as a graphic and narrated history of 
the students, academics, staff, sports teams and more. But as 
the ability to connect through digital means, like Facebook, 
overcomes traditional media, long-treasured productions are 
being cut.
Student interest slowly dwindled over the past years for 
the Corks and Curls yearbook produced annually by U. Va. 
So much so that it went unnoticed in 2008 when no yearbook 
was produced. This academic year U. Va. officially decided 
a yearbook would not be produced. According to Whitney 
Spivey, a 2005 U. Va graduate and former staff member, 
interviewed in Monday’s edition of U. Va.’s Cavalier Daily, 
even though Corks and Curls is almost 120 years old, it’s had 
financial problems since 2003 because of student apathy. 
Instead of giving in and accepting demise, the Bluestone 
is working to appeal to more students in a contemporary 
manner. Senior Rebecca Schneider, the editor-in-chief of 
Bluestone, assures that “this year’s book is going to be 
different than that in past years; we are going for a more 
‘contemporary magazine’ feel and are improving all aspects 
of design and photography.” 
More specifically Schneider notes, “the book has a much 
more consistent, modern feel to it, and I believe students will 
find it much more visually and intellectually interesting than 
some of the past yearbooks.” 
Unlike the personal cost for each U. Va. student, James 
Madison’s Bluestone is financed by general tuition. Sarah 
Chain, copy editor at the Bluestone, explains “we are for-
tunate at JMU to have our expenses paid by the university, 
so we don’t need to charge students out of pocket for their 
yearbooks at the end of the year. Other schools that sell their 
books at $75 a piece often only sell a couple thousand in a 
campus our size.”
In reference to the Bluestone’s future, Schneider guar-
antees “as long as the JMU community continues to show 
an interest in the publication, it will continue production.” 
Schneider also states that despite the digital shift to online 
production, “there hasn’t been any talk of doing this for 
Bluestone, and I believe we will continue to stay in print 
publication.”
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the script until 
the day of the 
show.
i'm guessing the show is an adaptation of isaac 
Asimov's classic science fiction story “i, robot,” 
and follows the existential struggles of iCarly
Natural Selection
Delving into the Inner 
Workings of Class Sloth
NAte CArdeN/tHe Breeze
GrApHiCS By ANNA youNG/tHe Breeze
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“But that show by its 
highly serialized nature, the 
demands that it places on the 
viewer, and its existence on a 
cable network ensure that it’ll 
only have a dedicated niche!” 
the rhetorical reader rebukes. 
Well let’s look at broadcast 
TV then. How about a show 
like “Chuck”? It’s a fun show, 
formulaic without being 
repetitive, excellent cast 
with obvious chemistry, and 
nails the tricky mix of action 
and comedy. It’s the kind 
of show that does little to 
alienate people and is simply 
immensely likable. It’s even 
family-friendly fare. Highest 
ratings for its currently airing 
third season? 7.7 million 
people.
But hey, benefit of the 
doubt, that episode of 
“iCarly” was a special event, 
one that won’t be repeated 
anytime soon. Much bigger 
than something like Conan 
O’Brien’s bittersweet final 
episode of "The Tonight 
Show.” Final concrete ratings 
for that one aren’t in yet, 
but they are approximated 
at a pathetic, by “iCarly” 
standards, 8 million viewers.
I could go on and talk 
about how “iCarly” has even 
beat episodes of “Lost” (9.4 
million for the season 5 
finale) or “The Office” (9.4 
million, and that’s for the 
long-awaited Jim and Pam 
wedding), but what’s the 
point? It’s time to accept that 
a new show is the subject of 
all the water-cooler chatter. 
So did anyone catch last 
night’s “iCarly”?
iCarly |  Beats Out ‘Mad Men,’ 
Conan, Jack Bauer and Pam and Jim




Two days after an 
earthquake shook Haiti 
on Jan. 12, Christina 
Massetti, JMU senior 
a n d  A l p h a  S i g m a 
Alpha member, was 
already in the midst of 
planning a fundraiser 
to donate money to the 
devastated country. 
“I  fel t  I  needed 
to do something in 
some way,  donate 
money... find some 
way to contribute, and 
then I thought that to 
contribute, [as JMU 
students], we have all 
these resources that 
it’s kind of our duty 
to give back,” Massetti 
said. 
Sh e  a p p ro a c h e d 
Taryn Anrig the ASA 
president, and asked 
her if she could help 
plan a unique fund-
raiser that wouldn’t 
just mindlessly donate 
m o n e y .  “ It  w o u l d 
have been easy to just 
go to my girls and 
say, ‘Everybody let’s 
donate five dollars, 
let’s donate a dollar.’” 
Anrig said. “I don’t 
think that really brings 
home the point.”
Anrig said, “I was immediate-
ly up for it, I would love to see 
everybody get more involved 
with things. This was a real-
ly great opportunity for us... I 
know a lot of the girls [in ASA] 
have been really passionate 
about it.” 
Massetti decided to orga-
nize a concert under the name 
"Hope for Haiti," which will take 
place tonight at The Pub. 
“It will be a big night of fun 
and listening to music. I’m hop-
ing that people will come out 
and really remember... this is 
big, this is something I’m really 
supposed to be doing, and you 
can have fun by helping people 
out also.” 
The JMU and Bridgewater 
College band ClearView will 
play at the concert, along with 
The Jim Ivins band. Massetti was 
introduced to the ClearView last 
week when she heard them play 
at The Pub.
“The band had a great sound. 
Everybody I know would really 
love to hear them play. That was 
the first thing that popped into 
my mind,” Massetti said. 
ClearView is described by 
charismatic lead singer Michael 
Lupton, a Bridgewater student, 
as “a mixture of funk, soul and 
rock. We have a lot of diverse 
sounds from our different musi-
cians... that comes together and 
sounds pretty tight.” 
ClearView is a year and a half 
old, and was formed when bass-
ist Peter Loomis and drummer 
Mike Nelson began jamming, 
and decided to invite some 
friends to play with them. Soon 
the band was born. When they 
were offered the opportunity to 
play the Hope for Haiti concert 
last week, they jumped at the 
chance. 
Said Lupton, “It’s just nice to 
know that we can band togeth-
er for something like this... and 
work for a cause. I think it’s our 
responsibility to use [our] skills 
and what [we’re] good at to help 
others, and being a musician, 
that’s what I do.”
The Pub only makes money 
off of food and drink sales, and 
the band usually takes all the 
profits from cover charges and 
anyone who buys their CD or 
merchandise. Tonight 30 per-
cent of the bands' profit will go 
to the American Red Cross to 
help them with medical sup-
plies, food, and water. Apart 
from the cover charge, a jar 
will be passed around for extra 
donation money. 
When she talked about the 
JMU community, Massetti said: 
“We have a voice, we have the 
power, and we have the respon-
sibility to help people.” 
"Hope for Haiti" starts at 9:30 
p.m. tonight at The Pub.
courtesy of clearView
Sophomore Jake Taylor and the rest of ClearView partnered with ASA to raise 
money for Haiti with a benefit concert.
$5 OFF
Jiffy Lube Signature Service®  Oil Change
(with JAC card)
Bring in this coupon and get $5.00 off your next oil change at your nearest participating Jiffy Lube.
Come in every 3,000 miles for a Jiffy Lube Signature Service® Oil Change.
*This coupon is only redeemable at the Jiffy Lube at 1870 East Market St. Harrisonburg, VA
- No Appointment necessary.
- Free top off on your way home*
- National database keeps a 
history of your Jiffy Lube services.
$34.99
$29.99 (with JAC card)
Jiffy Lube Signature Service® Oil Change
Not valid with other offers. Jiffy Lube Signature Service®
is a registered trademark of Jiffy Lube International, Inc.
© 2009 All Rights reserved.
1870 East Market Street





COME TO JIFFY LUBE FOR
YOUR NEXT OIL CHANGE.
from page 9
second actor. Monday night, 
this job fell to Grey Robertson, a 
sophomore theatre major. When 
asked what the experience was 
like, Robertson answered, “It got 
scary once I was actually in it, 
but not incredibly. It’s all about 
the interpretation.” During the 
talk-back session at the end of 
the performance, Robertson 
also revealed he had felt a lot 
more “vulnerable” during the 
show than he had expected. 
“Every [performance of “An 
Oak Tree”] is like one big huge 
growing beast,” said Dippold 
when he reflected on the experi-
ence. “It’s surprisingly different 
every night... it’s like a big acro-
batics act. I think everybody 
should see this play, because it’s 
a piece of art that you can talk 




Thurs. — Sat. 8 p.m.
Sat. 2 p.m.
Play |  Makes Trial Actor Admit to 
Feeling ‘Vulnerable’
frOm lefT Director, senior Kristin Siegert, sophomore Grey Robertson and freshman George Dippold, 
discuss 'An Oak Tree' after Monday night's dress rehearsal. 





Wanna write about it?
Come meet the editors and talk about writing for the section at 
our OPEN HOUSE tonight!
Anthony-Seeger Hall Basement | 6 p.m.
submit to overheard @ JMu at breezejmu.org
By GeorGina Buckley 
The Breeze
The JMU women’s track and field 
team is off to a promising start with 
first-year coach Ta’ Frias and several 
members who have already qualified 
for post-season indoor champion-
ships in March. 
So far, the 4x800 meter relay team 
and distance medley relay team quali-
fied for the Eastern Colonial Athletic 
Conference championships. Individu-
ally, senior Jessica Wade qualified in 
shot put and senior Alison Parris qual-
ified in the mile. 
Wade broke her own school record 
last weekend at the Virginia Tech 
Hokie Invitational with a distance 
of 45 feet, 4 1/4 inches, placing sixth 
in the shot put competition. A wom-
en’s shot put weighs approximately 8 
pounds, 13 ounces.  
“To have more ladies qualify early 
is a good thing,” Frias said. “My expec-
tation is to have as many qualifiers 
as we can to bring together a strong 
showing.” 
Frias, who was announced as head 
coach Dec. 10, said she is “still in the 
evaluation process.”  
Frias is assisted by Dave Rinker, the 
women’s cross country coach.  
The rest of the team is still adjust-
ing with the switch from former coach 
Kelly Cox to Frias. Cox took the job of 
head coach at Millikin University in 
September 2009 to be closer to home. 
 “They’re completely different,” 
sophomore high jumper Jasmine 
Craighead said. “They’re both helpful 
but their styles of coaching are differ-
ent... [Frias] was the only coach that 
we actually saw and I liked her off the 
bat.” 
Senior high jumper Jessica O’Brien 
is adjusting, like everyone, to having a 
new coach. 
 “I’ve been doing things the exact 
same way for three years, so that’s 
the hardest thing for me, [that] for the 
see Track, page 13 
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Early Qualifiers, 
Promising Start
naTe carden / The Breeze
Ta' Frias took over as coach of track and 
field in December. Two relay teams and 
two individuals have already qualified for 
ECAC championships under her tenure. 




n hofstra @ Jmu
Tonight, 7 p.m.
Junior forward Jalissa Taylor 
totaled 23 rebounds in a win 
over Hofstra last season.
n Towson @ Jmu
Sunday, 2 p.m.
JMU made 11 3-pointers in a 72-68 
overtime win at Towson on Jan. 14.
swim & dive
n richmond @ Jmu
Saturday, 12 p.m.
Sophomore Nicole Jotso set a 
school record in the 3-meter dive 
last season against Richmond. 
Ambitious New Coach to 
Take JMU to the Next Level
volleyBall
Track & Field




compeTiTion @ Bryce mT.
n 1/23/10 GS — Team Finish: 
first, Total Time: 3:02.09
n 1/24/10 GS — Team Finish: 
first, Total Time: 2:51.13
n individual leader Peter Jackson
women's skiing
compeTiTion @ Bryce mT.
n 1/23/10 GS — Team Finish: 
first, Total Time: 3:20.18
n 1/24/10 GS — Team Finish: 
first, Total Time: 3:11.50
n individual leaders Kendall 
Berton, Kay Lynn Ford
men's snowboarding
compeTiTion @ Bryce mT.
n 1/23/10 GS — Team Finish: 
second, Total Time: 4:21.69
n 1/24/10 GS — Team Finish: 
second, Total Time: 4:04.25
n individual leader Jack Henderson
women's snowboarding
compeTiTion @ Bryce mT.
n 1/23/10 GS — Team Finish: 
first, Total Time: 4:44.16
n 1/24/10 GS — Team Finish: 
third, Total Time: 4:31.59
n individual leader Elisabeth Sundin
*The Breeze does not vet the results provided by clubs. We 
encourage all JMU sports 
clubs to report results to 
ethan sherman at 
jmusccvicepresident@gmail.com 
every Monday.
results are printed Thursdays.




JMU athletic director Jeff Bourne announced the hiring 
of Lauren Sauer as head coach of the volleyball program 
this week. 
“We are extremely excited to welcome Lauren to JMU,” 
Bourne said in a press release. “She is a bright young coach 
with experience at the highest level as both a coach and a 
student-athlete.” 
Sauer (pronounced “sour”), 26, came from the University 
of Kentucky, where she was an assistant coach and recruiting 
coordinator for three years.
“I’m thrilled,” she said. “It’s a great place to start my 
coaching career with a beautiful campus and great aca-
demics  — good 
atmosphere. I real-
ly enjoyed the girls. 
It was a no-brainer 
for me, and I can’t 
wait to get there.” 
While at Ken-
t u c k y ,  S a u e r 
w o r k e d  u n d e r 
head coach Craig 
Skinner. 
“Skinner is one 
of best in coun-
try,” Sauer said. “I 
learned a lot by 
just watching him. 
His ability to be steady and patient and his knowledge of the 
game are incredible.”
In those three years, the Wildcats were 77-21, reaching the 
NCAA Sweet 16 last season.  The American Volleyball Coach-
es Association named her as one of the best “30 coaches 
under the age of 30” in 2009. 
“First and foremost [I’m excited] to be here and compete 
for a championship [at JMU],” Sauer said. “I experienced it at 
Kentucky, and I got to work with a couple of the best coach-
es in the country. Taking experiences from them and flying 
overseas to play was an experience, and I can’t wait to bring 
that level of training to James Madison.” 
Previous coach Disa Garner resigned in December after a 
9-year tenure and a 146-110 overall record and a conference 
title her first year in 2000. 
Sauer is taking over a team that had no seniors last season 
and many young talented underclassmen. 
“I look at that team, and they have so much potential,” 
Sauer said. “The ability to come in and train these girls for 
three and four years and getting to meet with them was excel-
lent. Their drive and passion will definitely go a long way.” 
The team looks forward to making the next step with the 
new addition to the program. 
“We’re excited, genuinely excited,” said junior middle
see volleyBall, page 13
Not since tailback Curtis Keaton 
in 2000, has a Duke been invited to 
the NFL draft combine. On Tuesday, 
offensive guard Dorian Brooks and 
defensive lineman Arthur Moats were 
shocked by the news they were headed 
to Indianapolis. 
The combine is Feb. 2 through March 
27 in Lucas Oil Stadium. Athletes will 
compete in the 40-yard dash, bench 
press, vertical jump and position-spe-
cific drills. 
Moats is the 36th best outside 
linebacker, and Brooks is the 49th best 
guard, according to Draft Insider. Moats 
will garner more attention Feb. 6 at the 
Texas vs. The Nation all-star game in El 
Paso, Texas.
Brooks, a Richmond native, is pro-
jected to be an undrafted free agent with 
a 40-yard dash time of 5.16 seconds. 
While Moats, a Portsmouth native, was 
the recipient of the Buck Buchanan 
Award as division I-AA football’s top 
defensive player and is projected to be 




The JMU men's basketball team 
played William & Mary last night. The 
score was 37-30 at the break with 
JMU leading at press time. 
Senior guard Pierre Curtis, here 
driving to the hoop, had four points at 
half. Curtis had 15 points in William & 
Mary and JMU's last meeting. In that 
Jan. 14 game, the Tribe beat the Dukes 
85-78 in Williamsburg, and JMU's 
6-foot-10 junior forward Denzel Bowles 
led all scorers with 26 points. 
Last night, the Dukes were shooting 
44 percent from the field and had 
made 8-for-9 free throws at half. 
Junior guard Ben Louis had eight 
straight points before the break to 
help JMU secure the seven-point 
buffer. 
Check breezejmu.org for the full 
game recap. 
david coyle / Uk aThleTicS
26-year-old Lauren Sauer, here as assistant coach for University of Kentucky has accepted 
her first head coaching job at JMU, taking over for nine-year coach Disa Garner. 
Lauren Sauer from University of 
Kentucky to Head Volleyball Program
Dorian Brooks Arthur Moats
“i look at that team, 
and they have so 
much potential... 
Their drive and 
passion will definitely 
go a long way.”
lauren sauer
JMU head volleyball coach
naTe carden / The Breeze










$10 Admission goes to
THE AMERICAN RED CROSS
Event Sponsored by James McHone Jewelry





1st Month Rent FREE!
IMMEDIATE 
OPENINGS




Call 434-3173 or e-mail us 
at deerrun@fwmgmt.com 
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Westport Village – Just steps from 
Devon Lane, these 4 bedroom, 3 full 
bathroom apartments boast 2 levels, 
all appliances, 2 living rooms, 
washer/dryer, and central Heat/AC.  
Water included in rent!  Only 
$375/person!  Available August 2010!
501 South High Street – Walk to 
Memorial Hall!  This 14 bedroom, 4 
bathroom house can be rented as a 
whole, or divided into three 
completely separate apartments 
with separate kitchens and 
bathrooms!  Large rooms, hardwood 
oors, and Internet INCLUDED!  
Across street from Greenberry’s!  
MUST SEE!
Hillmont Apartments – 1 and 2 bedroom 
apartments built within the last 2 years 
that include all appliances, including 
dishwasher, stove, fridge, microwave, 
disposal and FULL SIZE washer/dryer in 
EVERY UNIT!  Lots of storage space, great 
location near shopping and dining!  1 
bedroom only $525/month and 2 
bedrooms only $700/month! MUST SEE!
250 West Water Street – Located down the street from 
Memorial Hall, this 5 bedroom, 2 bathroom house has 2 
kitchens, large bedrooms, and a large backyard area.  
O-street parking is also available!  Only $300/person!  
Available July 5, 2010!
116 North High Street – Walk to 
downtown!  This 4 bedroom, 2 
bathroom house has hardwood 
oors throughout, large bedrooms, 
extra living space, and storage 
areas.  O-street parking behind 
the house!  Only $350/person!  
Available August 5, 2010!
1554 Devon Lane (Foxhills) – LAST 
ONE LEFT!  4 bedroom, 2 bathroom 
townhouse located at the center of the 
Foxhills community.  Large open 
kitchen, 2 living rooms, central 
heat/AC, and washer/dryer.  GREAT 
VALUE at $375/person!  Available 
August 10, 2010! 
Hunters Ridge Townhouses  
4 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms 
with central Heat/AC, all 
appliances, and washer/dryer!  
Furnished!  Only $200/person!  
Flexible Availability!
College Station – 4 
bedroom, 2 bathroom 
townhouses on three levels!  
Central Heat/AC, all 
appliances, washer/dryer.  
Fully OR partially furnished!  
Only $225/person!
VoLLEYBALL |  Sauer 
Sees Potential in Recruitment
DaviD Coyle / UK athletiCs
Lauren Sauer ranked 13th in the country for recruiting, and was voted onto a list of best 
"30 coaches under the age of 30" by the American Volleyball Coaches Association. 




What made you want to 
start playing basketball? My 
aunt signed me up for a basketball 
program when I was 10, and I've 
liked it since.
What position do you play? 
I'm center, but now they have me 
playing center and forward.
Who has been your biggest 
inspiration? My mother. She's 
just an awesome person — hard 
worker and strong willed. She's 
always pushed me to be the best 
person I can. I look to her for 
advice and guidance.
What is something 
interesting about where 
you're from? I'm originally from 
New York. I moved to Virginia 
when I was 12. There's always 
something to do  — it's the city that 
never sleeps. I love it.
What makes the women's 
basketball team different 
than other teams? We're very 
close. We look at each other as 
sisters and work well with each 
other. I'm sure other teams do too, 
but we work hard together to get 
things accomplished.
Do you ever wish you 
weren't playing a sport 
while in college? Not really. 
I feel like I would be bored. 
Basketball is part of my life; it's 
something I've always done  — it's 
part of me.
how do you prepare for a 
game? I try to listen to music 
right before, and I tell myself to go 
out there and play your game. I do 
pray before every game. 
If you could travel 
anywhere, where would you 
go? I would go to the Bahamas or 
the islands. It seems so peaceful, 
calm and a place to relax.
If you could be granted 
three wishes, what would 
you wish for? I would wish 
for my team and I to be CAA 
champions and then go to the 
NCAA tournament. I would like a 
billion dollars and success in the 
future with whatever I do in life.
how do you spend your 
weekends? If I'm not studying 
then I'm playing basketball. Then 
I'm basically relaxing.
Do you see yourself playing 
professionally? I would like to 
do that. If the opportunity comes I 
will take it. It's something I'd love 
to do.
Who would you like to play 
for? I really don't have a set 
team. I'm pretty much open to 
anyone.
If you were a student 
Ambassador, what would 
you tell potential students 
and their parents about 
JmU? That JMU is a wonderful 
school that has great faculty and 
staff who are willing to help you 
when you need it. There are so 
many resources here that are 
reliable. The people are very nice 
and approachable.
trACK | Athletes Appreciate New Perspective
Senior Jessica Wade, here practicing, broke the shot put record last weekend.
Nate CarDeN / the breeze
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back Jessica Zeroual. “She is a great 
coach and will bring a new face to our 
program, and I feel that everyone is on 
board and ready to go with her.”  
The Dukes have seven months to get 
to know their new coach before the 
2010 season kicks off. 
“We're going to try and figure out 
her coaching philosophy at our play-
ing skill level,” Zeroual said. “So it will 
be a lot of balancing out this spring, so 
we’re ready for the fall. She seems to 
know a lot about the game and is very 
mainstream throughout her volleyball 
career.” 
Coming from a Southeastern Confer-
ence school to a school in the Colonial 
Athletic Association, recruiting will be 
a battle, but Sauer excelled at Kentucky, 
ranking 13th in the country in 2009, 
and believes JMU's quality academics 
will attract excelling student-athletes.  
“Sell the academics,” Sauer said. 
“As a student-athlete experience we 
are going to do to everything we can 
to make it the four or five best years of 
their life. Once they see we are winning 
and we take good care of them in this 
good institution, it’s pretty easy to sell 
James Madison.”  
The Dukes struggled last season, 
compiling a record of 11-19 overall and 
4-10 in the CAA but Sauer is ready to 
take on the challenge.  
“I mainly just want to improve 
everyday in the gym, and next season 
we want to make the tournament and 
compete for the conference champi-
onship,” Sauer said.   
Prior to her tenure at Kentucky, Sauer 
played overseas in Almeria, Spain for 
a year. Before that, she completed an 
outstanding career at Georgia Tech, 
with her team reaching the NCAA 
Championships all four seasons.
“once they see we are 
winning and we take 
good care of them in 
this good institution, 
it's pretty easy to sell 
James Madison.”
Lauren sauer
JMU head volleyball coach
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last couple of months with a different 
coach, I’ve been hearing things a dif-
ferent way,” O’Brien said. “But hearing 
things explained in a different way is 
making me realize I can use my body in 
a different way.” 
O’Brien set the school high jump 
record (5 feet, 8 3/4 inches) as a fresh-
man in the 2006-07 season, but injured 
herself and hasn’t been able to regular-
ly take part in meets until this season. 
 “It’s difficult relearning every-
thing you’ve been doing, but it’s good, 
because sometimes when you’re doing 
things the same way you get in a rut,” 
O’Brien said. 
After the ECAC championships in 
March and the CAA tournament in 
April at George Mason, the team will 
focus on training for outdoor. 
“I’m looking forward to conferences 
at the end of indoor [season], it is just a 
lot of training and repetition,” O’Brien 
said. The team's indoor season comes 
to an end, when it then immediately 
switches to outdoor.  
The JMU track and field team will 
compete this Friday and Saturday at 
the Liberty Open in Lynchburg. 
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BEST of the
‘BURG
Get your vote in for the...
your favorite food, shopping, salons and more...
breezejmu.org
3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE 
quiet area with character, 2 
and half baths, basement, bike 
storage, deck, furnished. walk to 
class. August. $325. each. 1103 
mt view (540) 383-9041
HOUSES AVALABLE FOR 
FALL: 1173 Harrison 5br, 401 
S. High 3br,12 South Ave. 4 or 
5 br, 1330 Crawford 2br,166 
Maryland 4br. See www.rentjum.
com (540) 478-5980
NAGS HEAD 4-Month Student 
Summer Rentals, May-Aug, 
seabreezerealty.com (252) 255-
6328
5 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE 
- Mt. View Drive; $275/month; 
furnished; 1 year lease (8/10-
8/11); midalton@cox.net; (703) 
450-5008 (H); 703-864-3169 
(cell)
212 CANTRELL AVENUE 3 
BR, 1 bath duplex $825/mo. 
Can be rented as one 6 BR house 
for $1650 or as 2 separate units. 
Large bedrooms with hardwood 
fl oors. Across from hospital. 
Private parking, Front porch, 
Laundry, DSL, Pets considered. 
cantrellhouses@gmail.com
4 BEDROOM TOWN HOUSE 
Old downtown Harrisonburg. 
Within walking distance of JMU. 
Washer and dryer included. 
Lease June 1, 2010- May 31, 
2011. $900/ Month. Call (540) 
271-1952.
OLD TOWNE 8 BEDROOM 
HOUSE $495/ person. Large 
Victorian, 2 full kitchens, 3 
bathrooms, Washer-dryer, A/C. 
High ceilings, large wraparound 
porch, yard, offstreet parking. 
Great location. Pets permitted. 
w w w. c a s t l e p r o p e r t y . c o m 
(540)564-2659
HOUSE FOR RENT 4 bedrooms, 
2 baths, kitchen, living room, 
dining room, storage basement 
w/ washer-dryer, plus back yard. 
2 blocks from campus. 82 West 
Grattan St. (540) 810-8290
TOWNHOUSES AVAILABLE 
FOR FALL 1101 Mt. View, 4 br, 
1134 Mt. View, 5 br.21 Weaver 
4br. See www.rentjmu (540) 478-
5980
2 OR 4 BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS 4 blocks north 
of Memorial Hall. Large open 
common areas, A/ C, D/ W, W/ D 
$325 - $360/ room 10-11-12 month 
leases available. Pets permitted. 
www.castleproperty.com (540) 
564-2659
3 BEDROOM APT (CAMPUS 
CONDOS) Individual or Group 
Leases available. For More info 
contact Kelly Lawhorn at kelly.
lawhorn@hotmail.com (703) 680-
5986
FEMALE ROOMATE needed to 
share 4/4.5 at Stone Gate. $479 
per month. Call 540-442-4496 for 
details.
SUBLET ROOM FOREST 
HILLS MANOR Master bedroom 
with private bathroom, walk-in 
closet. Sublease ASAP until June. 
February Rent FREE! (703) 909-
8113
BICYCLE Fuji League hybrid 
bicycle--virtually new. Bought 
new in 2006 for $500 and barely 
ridden. Size 50 cm, 21 speed, fl at 
bars, thumb shifters, black w/silver 
trim. Will sell for $400 OBO. Call 
540-849-9928. (540) 849-9928
PREGNANT ? Thinking about 
adoption as an option? I am looking 
to adopt. I am a nurse living in 
Northern Virginia for the last 23 
years. Please take a moment to visit 
my website at www.babyloveva.
com to learn more. Please contact 
me at 1-571-882-3533 or e-mail at 
babyloveva1@yahoo.com
COUPLES DANCE WORKSHOP 
Valentines special on 11th 
February 90 minute workshop for 
wedding couples, married couples 
and partners to learn social 
dancing for a wedding or dance 
night out environment. Learn such 
dances as Swing, Salsa, Merengue 
and Foxtrot. Cost is $20 per couple 
with a $5 discount each couple for 
registering multiple couples. Pre-
registration is required at register.
shergoldstudio.com or call 434 
1008.
HIP HOP~PUSSY CAT DOLLS/
MTV! Learn to dance like a pro 
to your favourite songs. Hip Hop 
series will teach cool moves 
each week. Join Instructor Reza 
at Shergold Dance Studio every 
Wednesday at 6pm. $10 drop 
in or $80 / ten class card. Pre-
Registration required at register.
shergoldstudio.com or call 434 
1008.
TOWNHOUSE RENT 
Townhouses available now and for 
2011 school year. 4 bd, 2 bh and 
close to campus. $600 per month 
for 4 students or $500 for 2. Email 
pauldesroches@gmail.com or call 
(571) 334-9240
;BARTENDING $300/ 






fl exible schedules & payment 
plans (540) 560-7971
SURVEY TAKERS NEEDED 
Make $5-$25 per survey. 
GetPaidToThink.com.
WEB-DESIGNER NEEDED 
James McHone Jewelry is 
searching for a part-time website 
designer. Applicant must be a 
freshman, sophmore or junior. 
Position is open now. Flexible 
hours. Please send resume to 
hunter@mchonejewelry.com or 











Come see how 
you can get 
involved.
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